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change by design

the design of business
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AUTHOR: TIM BROWN

The innovation firm IDEO has been at the heart of the 
human centric design movement for over quarter of 
a century.  CEO, Tim Brown has been championing 
creative approaches to problem solving well before it 
was a popular practice.  In this essential read, Brown 
explains how design can transform organizations and 
unlock innovation.

AUTHOR: ROGER MARTIN

Former Dean of the Rotman School of Management, 
Roger Martin is a pioneer of using design principles 
and applying them to business.  Martin appeals to 
business leaders to use integrative thinking for the 
development of new products and services but also to 
the creation of new businesses.



the age of 
unreason
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AUTHOR: CHARLES HANDY

An oldie but goodie.  As if he had a window into the 
future, Handy spells out how dramatic changes are 
transforming business and the nature of work.  An 
early predictor of the portfolio worker, this work 
outlines the now commonplace practice of highly 
specialized individuals selling bits of their time.  An 
excellent read on learning to welcome change, and 
as pertinent as ever to adopt new ways of thinking 
and approaching work.

reinventing
organizations
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AUTHOR: FREDERIC LALOUX

In this seminal work on organizational development, 
Laloux examines a movement of new principles for 
organizing and collaborating in business.  A more 
soulful and purposeful way to run businesses is driving 
this new management paradigm.  Several leaders 
have already embraced this new model and the book 
explored what makes their organization’s tick.



exponential
organizations

drive
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AUTHOR: SAM ISMAIL

Perhaps the most important book on business in 
the 21st century. Written by one of the Founders of 
Singularity University, this book explores the New 
Rules of Business. It took only 3 years for AirBNB to 
get to 500,000 guests per night, which took Hilton 
70 years. Uber is only 5 years old and valued at 
$60BN. 200 of the Fortune 500 will be gone in less 
than 10 years. All the rules have changed - we are 
entering the Economy of Ideas, and this book does an 
outstanding job on describing what that means.

AUTHOR: DANIEL H. PINK

This is one of the most important books on 
motivation in recent years.  Celebrated analyst and 
author, Daniel Pink lays down the 3 principles that 
motivate us all in the world of work:  Autonomy 
Mastery and Purpose.  A must read.



medici effect/08
AUTHOR: FRANS JOHANSSON

Where does innovation happen?  The answer is 
rather simply at the crossroads of industries and 
disciplines.  Reflecting on what occurred in Florence 
in the 13th century - when we take ideas from one 
field and bring them to new territory, we can turn 
them into breakthrough innovations.  This classic 
read cites countless examples enabling you and your 
teams to adopt intersectional thinking.

superteams /07
AUTHOR: KHOI TU

In business, people make the difference.  And 
every organization lives or dies by the quality of 
its teamwork.  Superteams looks at what makes 
successful teams and examines legendary 
examples from Pixar to the folks behind the 
Northern Island peace process.  A must read for 
those looking to understand the ingredients and 
psychology for optimum team alchemy.



rocket surgery
made easy
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AUTHOR: SAM ISMAIL

The essence of user testing. Why its important. How 
to go about doing it. And you can read the book in 
8 hours! This book gives weight and substance to 
testing within UX design.

AUTHOR: JAKE KNAPP

Pioneered at Google Ventures, Sprint outlines how to 
go from idea to prototype in a systematic way.  The 
five-day process has been used at companies large 
and small to help deliver new products, services and 
experiences. Learn these new habits that can enable 
you and your teams to do your most meaningful work.

sprint
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